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Members from "Team Fiedler" predominantly compete for the Ringwood Athletic Club in amateur competition, however
members are encouraged to retain their original club. Team Fiedler has had representatives from Box Hill, Williamstown,
Sandringham, Melbourne University, Doncaster, Diamond Valley, Essendon, Croydon, Mentone, and North West (TAS).
Team members are encouraged to compete in both amateur and professional racing. It is believed that both are a
fundamental aspect to an athletes development and preparation.

The teams training base is at Proclamation Park in Ringwood, however training sessions do frequently move from
location to location to facilitate a desired training outcome. Alternate training locations include Lilydale Lake, the Tan
Track, Gosches Paddock, Princes Park, Ferntree Gully Steps, Mt.Evelyn Hills and track, Olympic Park, Croydon Track,
Doncaster Track and Williamstown Track.
Each athletes commitment, age, and development will vary their training and racing frequency, it's intensity and it's focus.
Training is tailored for each individual and they do not always train as one large group. This is particularly important for
athletes of varying age, sex, event type, and event development. Training generally involves Speed Drills, Technique
Drills, Trackwork (Speed, Speed Endurance, Tempo Endurance), Overspeed, Resistance Runs, Stamina Runs,
Conditioning weights and body exercises, Olympic Lifts, Plyometrics, Boxing, and a combination thereof.
The team members are very team oriented and enjoy each others success and improvement as much as their own. The
team spirit and social interaction amongst the team is outstanding.
The teams origins commenced in 92/93 when Nick Fiedler commenced coaching Anne Fearnley. The next to join the
team a few years later were Katie Moore and Kimberley Meagher. Others have since joined the team and embraced the
initial team culture that was created amongst these four individuals.
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